Nabokov's "assertion of artistic freedom" in writing Lolita while teaching at Cornell. 9 Yet McGurl's position as an institution-bound critic might rely more on the necessities of institutional history and on the conditions of possibility set in place by current institutional configurations than he cares to admit.
Like the institution McGurl inhabits, Dalkey Archive Press occupies a gap
between freedom and necessity: between "artistic freedom" 10 and the necessity of the market. It levies into this gap the enigma of literary history. Robert
Caserio has argued that literary history "might be all the more involved than history proper with the problematics . . . of unintelligible specificity. By suspending their immediate relation to contexts, the fictions that constitute literature simultaneously explain and do not explain themselves. They intrude a riddling specificity or singularity upon the historicizing enterprise." 11 The
Dalkey Archive Press operates at the crux of history and literary history that it is kept open by-the "riddling specificity or singularity" of the fictions it publishes. And to this end, this essay proceeds from the institutional history of the press to a discussion of several key works by James Joyce, Flann O'Brien, and Gilbert Sorrentino that were foundational to the press's early self-conception. After all, how can academics be attentive to the vast field of contemporary literature in a critical and evaluative manner? They cannot be. The academic map never matches its territory where contemporary literature is concerned. 19 Rather than succumb to despair in the face of this fact, O'Brien responded to the wealth of fiction and the limits of criticism by founding Dalkey Archive
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Foley 445 / Press. The press attempted to offset the "line" of "contemporary literature" to which Sorrentino refers by constituting new and alternative models for literary history. Answering Sorrentino's quip that "'contemporary literature' is only certain people," the press complicated the wellsprings of contemporary literature.
In establishing the press to counter then-current academic versions of what contemporary literature was in terms of style, voice, and genre, O'Brien followed advice Sorrentino gave him in the aforementioned letter from late September
1974:
I think that you should forget such shabby journals as American Scholar and their aberrant editors. Why don't you start contributing to "little little" magazines? God knows, they are spotty and half of the stuff they print is shit on toast, but they will print you, you'll get some kind of audience, and they are weak in the criticism department anyhow, by and large. They could use you . . . The great problem nowadays is that there is really not a first-rate magazine out of the muddy academic stream, the Review would "define contemporary fiction in terms of its aesthetics, its traditions, and its internal relationships," projecting the literary-historical project that became central to the formation of the press. Sorrentino's advice to retreat from the deadening academy was not entirely taken up by O'Brien, who kept his own institutional ties as well as those of the press throughout the press's history. 24 Yet O'Brien did turn away from his own formal academic writing in Given the relationship between formal experimentation and authorial frustration in Mulligan Stew, it is ironic that Sorrentino himself failed to find a publisher for the novel for several years. When Grove accepted the book and published it in 1979, Sorrentino prefaced the novel-before the title page and copyright even-with eleven unnumbered pages of comically fictionalized rejection letters from publishers that dramatize the novel's trials. Some letters lampoon the commercialism of for-profit publishing: "To be frank with you, I must show a profit to the parent company before I can even consider getting behind a project like yours." 40 This particular editor offers hope for future experimental works, however, which will be funded by the popular books he has recently published: "One already on the shelves, is, it seems to me, a necessary addition to 'Beatle lore'-The Compleat Beatle Wardrobe Book." 41 The next letter mocks the contradictory logic at work within publishing houses: "the conclusion, I'm afraid, is that the narrative doesn't rise above its own irony-although one of our readers, a Sorrentino 'fan,' felt that the irony hasn't the precision to cope with the strong narrative." 42 Another letter ridicules publishing's association history's reliance on publishers' whims and the publishing industry's market imperatives. Yet Sorrentino also suggests in his novel and in his personal letters that the specific correspondences and contradictions generated in literature are not to be found through market-driven or institutional optics alone.
Institutional histories can indeed tell us much about literary history. But too few institutional histories tell us how institutions can also make nothing happen, thereby suspending rather than guiding literary history's uncertain succession. 
